THE COMPETITION COUNCIL ANALYSES THE TRANSACTION THROUGH WHICH TRG MANAGEMENT LP ACQUIRES SHARES OF AMETHYST TOP BV

The Competition Council analyses the transaction by which TRG Management LP, through its investment fund TRG EEF Quartz Sarl, acquired 27.8% of the share capital of Amethyst Top BV.

Following this operation, TRG Management will jointly exercise control over Amethyst Top BV along with the founding shareholders Panouria Trading Ltd and Exclusive Golden Care Limited.

In Romania, Amethyst Top BV indirectly controls the companies RTC Therapeutic Center SRL, RTT Radiotherapy Center Timișoara SRL, Radiotherapy Center Cluj SRL and RAL Construct Invest SRL, whose main activity is medical assistance in areas such as radiotherapy, chemotherapy, clinical studies in the oncological field, respectively the construction of residential and non-residential buildings.

In accordance with the provisions of the Competition Law no. 21/1996, the proposed operation is an economic concentration that exceeds the thresholds stipulated by the law, falling under the control of the Competition Council.

The Competition Council will evaluate this transaction in order to establish its compatibility with a normal competitive environment and shall issue a decision within the deadline set by the law.
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